SARNIA POLICE SERVICE
2016 ANNUAL REPORT

“PEOPLE SERVING PEOPLE”

The Mission of the Sarnia Police Service
To provide a safe and secure community by working
with the people in a sensitive and professional manner.
Members of the Sarnia Police Service
are dedicated to:
Protecting human life
Protecting the community
Preventing crime and other offences
Administering the law fairly and consistently
Respecting human dignity
Respecting human diversity
Caring for victims and having compassion for all
Being honest and ethical
Respecting and supporting colleagues
Understanding changing community needs
Attaining excellence in each activity undertaken
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Message from the Chair and Chief of Police

The Police Board and Service are pleased to provide our community members with the 2016 Annual Report
which summarizes the actions of the Police Service. This information and the statistics presented in the report
provide a basis for moving forward into 2017.
We would also like to point out that in 2016 the Police Board and Police Association worked together to adopt a
new three year collective agreement for members of the Service.
In addition, the Service will be guided in 2017 and the following two years by the new Business Plan developed
by the Business Plan Committee, under the direction of the Board. The concerns of the community, identified
through the Oracle Poll, provided valuable background information used to set the Plan’s goals and objectives.
For example, illegal drug activities continued to be identified as a leading public concern; and so, the Police
Service has been, and will continue to be, committed to doing all it can to keep illegal drugs off the streets and
away from our youth.
We cannot emphasize enough the importance of communication between the Board, the Service, and the public.
Social media remains a strong and effective part of that communication and as such we continue to explore new
methods of sharing information with our community partners.
We thank the men and women of the Service for their dedicated professionalism, the Board for their conscientious input into policing, and the community for working together to make Sarnia a safe city in which to conduct
our daily activities.

Chair of the Sarnia Police Service Board
Mayor Mike Bradley

Chief Phil Nelson
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FINANCIAL SERVICES AND SUPPLY BRANCH WITH YEAR END ACTUALS
One of the priorities of the Police Service is the efficient and economical management of the financial resources provided by the taxpayers of the city; therefore, we begin the annual report with a
statement and numbers that show concisely how 2016 dollars have been spent.
The Director of Financial Services, supported by the Accounts Clerk, is responsible for all financial aspects of the Sarnia Police Service, including preparation and routine reporting of the police budget
(2016 Net Budgeted Expenditures: $21,875,497). The Branch is responsible for managing payroll,
benefits, accounts payable and receivable; coordinating purchasing and leasing; and maintaining
equipment and supplies.
In day-to-day operations, the Financial Services Branch oversees the building maintenance staff who
are responsible for cleaning the entire 48,000 square foot facility including the cell block area. The
vehicle maintenance technician coordinates service checks and repairs for the fleet of 38 marked and
unmarked cruisers and support vehicles.
The two tables included here show the actual expenditures of 2016 alongside those of 2014 and
2015. In 2016 expenditures increased by 2.23% in relation to 2015. The pie chart shows that in 2016
the greatest proportion of SPS expenditure continues to be allocated to salaries and benefits. This
reflects the fact that combined civilian and uniformed staff is the Sarnia Police Service’s greatest and
most important asset.
In addition to operating costs, we set aside monies in reserve for capital improvements and equipment purchases. The following chart highlights capital improvement initiatives that were either
completed or in progress at December 31, 2016.
Project

Cost

Status at Dec.31, 2016

Replacement Boiler & Chiller System

$330,956

Completed in 2016

Annual Fleet Replacement Program

$235,402

Completed in 2016

Replacement Back Up Generator

$520,000

In progress

Upgrade of Telephone System

$140,000

In progress
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REPORT ON YEAR END ACTUALS 2014 TO 2016
Division
Salaries & Benefits

2014 Actuals

2015 Actuals

2016 Actuals

$19,651,218

$20,819,887

$20,321,958

Uniforms & Equipment

$62,510

$61,767

$80,958

Education & Training

$85,547

$74,286

$74,899

Communications Expense

$164,481

$168,235

$169,543

Office Equipment/Software

$313,462

$235,209

$354,353

Fleet & Facility Management

$826,019

$780,959

$796,563

Utilities

$290,292

$299,280

$332,484

Other Operating Expenses

$955,722

$1,110,019

$920,941

$9,237

$14,643

$37,333

Total Expenditures

$22,358,489

$23,564,285

$24,089,032

Revenues

($2,237,137)

($2,316,192)

Net Budget Expenditures

$20,121,351

$21,248,093

($2,300,470)
$21,788,562

Police Board Expense
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Community Response Division

Community Response Division
The Community Response Division is the largest and most visible Division of the
Service. The four branches and three sections are staffed by seventy nine police
officers and fifteen full and part-time civilians who report to the Community Response
Inspector whose job it is to ensure the citizens of Sarnia continue to receive
exemplary police service. This division is the true “front line” and face of the Sarnia
Police Service.
Community Patrol Branch
The Community Patrol Branch is made up of four Platoons of uniformed firstresponders who are dispatched to all emergency calls for service and respond to
everything from neighbor disputes to homicides. The Community Patrol Branch is
comprised of sixty officers who maintain order and safety for Sarnia twenty four
hours a day.
Supervised by one Staff Sergeant per Platoon, Officers in this branch carry out
additional duties as Range Officers, Coach Officers, Intoxilyzer Technicians, Use of
Force Instructors, and Emergency Response Team members. In addition, the
Platoons are encouraged to initiate problem solving ideas to combat identified
concerns in our community.
The men and women of the Community Patrol Branch continue to provide excellent
service and will strive to keep the citizens of Sarnia safe and secure in 2017 and
beyond.
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Community Response Division Continued

Court Security and J.F.O. Court Services Branch
The Court Security and JFO Court Services Branch is led by a Sergeant with three
Constables, five full-time Special Constables, nine part-time Special Constables, and
one Court Coordinator. This Branch is responsible for all of the day to day
operations and security of the Courthouse including Crown Brief case management,
court scheduling, liaising with the Judiciary and with Crown and Defense Counsel, as
well as providing a safe and secure environment for all Courthouse staff, victims of
crime, and members of the public.
Telephone Reporting Branch
Two officers are assigned to the Telephone Reporting Branch. These officers take
reports over the telephone from members of the public reporting crimes such as lost
and found property, minor mischief to property, minor thefts, and other lower level
property crimes. These officers ensure that these matters are reported properly and
provide advice to citizens concerning how to replace lost property and steps that
might be taken to deter crime. These officers are also responsible for maintaining the
Sex Offender Registry, City Of Sarnia Taxi Licensing, and Crime Analysis including
the weekly update of the Sarnia Police Service website Crime Map.
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Community Response Division Continued
Community Policing Branch
This Branch is led by a Sergeant and is comprised of three sections.
COPPS (Community Orientated Police Problem Solving)
The COPPS Section has four uniformed officers working under the direction of the
Community Policing Sergeant. These officers work with the community to develop
strategies for the prevention and detection of crime in vulnerable areas. The COPPS
Section officers routinely identify crime and public order trends and develop plans to
deal with the issues identified. Additionally, these officers are responsible for other
duties including bail and parole compliance, the location and arrest of wanted
individuals, and investigative support for other areas of the organization.
Traffic Section
The Traffic Section is comprised of three highly trained traffic investigators. These
officers respond to all motor vehicle collisions involving death and serious bodily
harm. With the use of technology and their personal expertise, these officers analyze
and reconstruct major collisions and provide expert evidence in criminal and civil
court. Additionally, Traffic Section officers are responsible for enforcing the provisions
of the Highway Traffic Act and related traffic laws. These officers provide other
members of the Service with in-house training regarding changes in legislation and
investigative techniques relating to motor vehicle collisions.
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The Sarnia Police Service
Communication Centre

Communication Centre
Currently the communication centre is operated by one civilian manager, twelve fulltime dispatchers, and nine part-time dispatchers.
They are responsible for answering all 911 calls that relate to the Sarnia Police,
Sarnia Fire, and Point Edward Fire calls. Our dispatchers also receive all local 911
calls for paramedics and then transfer those calls to Lambton EMS. This allows Sarnia
dispatchers to determine if a tiered response of Police, Fire, and Paramedics is
required.
The Communication Centre is also the call centre for CVECO radio which coordinates
all CVECO incidents.
The Communication Centre monitors the Sarnia City Works radio channel and CN
Police after hours. The Communication Centre is also responsible for answering
administrative calls and directing them appropriately.
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The Sarnia Police Service
Information Services

Information Services
Information Services consist of eleven full-time and six part-time civilian members. This unit
is overseen by one Sergeant.
The unit is responsible for processing all information gathered by the Service and making that
information readily available to members of the Service and the public by way of various
methods and in compliance with the Freedom of Information Act and other legislation.
During 2016, Information Services processed and prepared numerous types of reports
including those indicated below:

Freedom of Information Requests

1470

Criminal Background Checks

4229

Police Officer Reports

12,662

Provincial Offense Notices

3506

Criminal Crown Briefs

1079

Provincial Offense Crown Briefs

543

Motor Vehicle Collision Reports

1380
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2016 Traffic Statistics

Vehicle Summary

2015

2016

% Change

Motor Vehicle
Fail to Remain
Personal Injury
Fatal Motor Vehicle

1469
229
164
0

1369
219
164
1

-7%
-4%
0%
100%

3510
37
997
22
53

4105
33
827
13
106

17%
-11%
-17%
-41%
100%

39
4

46
9

18%
125%

4441
34
4
2

5420
8
3
0

22%
-76%
-25%
-200%

Enforcement Summary
Provincial Offences
By-law Offences
Time to Report Certificates
Parking Offences
Suspended/Prohibited
Charge Summary
Impaired Driving
Fail to Provide Breath Samples
R.I.D.E. Program
Vehicles Checked
Road Side Test
3 Day Suspensions
Impaired
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The Sarnia Emergency Response Team (ERT)

The Sarnia Police Emergency Response Team is a part time tactical team that consists of thirteen members drawn from
other units within the service. The members are highly trained and readily available to respond at a moment’s notice
to any emergency that our Department encounters. Some of these emergencies include high risk warrant service,
barricaded person (weapons/guns), search tactics, emotionally disturbed persons, negotiations, or any other high risk
situation where the team’s support is needed.
The members train on a monthly basis as a full team, or in smaller combinations, or on their own. The team always
trains to a level that exceeds the Provincial Standard, while completing joint training sessions with other teams
throughout Southwestern Ontario.
This group of highly motivated individuals consistently meets and exceeds the standards set for fitness, entry
techniques, firearms, and other less lethal devices.
During the year 2016 , the Sarnia Police Emergency Response Team responded in full team capacity to nineteen callouts including;
Emotionally Disturbed Persons (Mental Health) – 2
Barricaded Persons (weapon/firearm) - 6
High Risk Warrant Service – 4
K9 Track/Evidence Search -3
Search And Rescue – 2
Weapons Calls – 2
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Investigative Services Division
An Inspector is responsible for the day to day operations of all six branches of the Investigative
Services Division, and each branch is staffed by officers who are selected, trained, and certified
to conduct complex investigations that require more time, detail, and experience. Each of the
six branches is described in the following paragraphs.

Criminal Investigations Branch
The Criminal Investigative Branch investigates serious and complex crimes such as homicides,
serious assaults, sexual assaults, elder abuse, child abuse, frauds, break and enters, major
thefts, and robberies. The Criminal Investigations Branch is commanded by a Staff Sergeant
who oversees two Sergeants and nine Constables.
In 2016 the Criminal Investigations Branch investigated more than six thousand cases including two murders, one attempted murder, sixteen robberies, and fifty-one sexual assaults. This
branch also monitors all break and enters and investigates those break and enters that require
an intensive examination.
The Branch coordinates with other Branches throughout the Sarnia Police Service as well as
other community organizations and agencies to resolve cases and issues as they arise.
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Forensic Identification Branch
The Sarnia Police Service Forensic Identification Branch is comprised of specially trained and
certified officers whose primary duty is to attend and process crime scenes in order to identify,
collect, and preserve physical evidence. Currently the Forensic Branch consists of one
Sergeant and three Constables. In 2016 the Forensic Branch fingerprinted approximately
1559 persons under the Identification of Criminals Act, and approximately 143 DNA samples
were obtained with the assistance of Court Security Officers.

Youth Branch
The Youth Branch consists of three Detective Constables who investigate matters involving
young people. This includes adolescents between the ages of twelve and seventeen years.
Youth Branch officers work in co-operation with schools, parents, and various youth agencies
in the community. The Youth Officers contribute to the community by making a positive difference to the lives of young persons who offend or are at risk of offending.
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Electronic Crimes Branch

The Electronic Crimes Branch was created in 2009 to address the explosion of digital evidence
found on computers and cellular devices. Such evidence is now a factor in many crimes; such
as, threatening text messages, frauds, and drug dealing. The Forensic Analyst examines computers and cellular devices, and extracts digital evidence related to the case for investigating
officers. State-of-the-art equipment and techniques are used to extract data from today’s
modern electronic devices.
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Drug/Vice Branch
In 2016, the Vice Branch conducted sixty five drug related searches and also laid a total of 244
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and Criminal Code charges.
The illicit drugs the officers most frequently come across include crystal methamphetamine,
fentanyl, cocaine, marihuana, and prescription opioids.
The Vice Branch also continues to work closely with the Ontario Alcohol and Gaming Commission (AGCO) in monitoring the activities of local city premises licensed to sell alcohol.

Fentanyl

Crystal Methamphetamine
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Internet Child Exploitation (ICE) Branch
In 2004, the Ontario government requested that the police develop a coordinated province
wide approach to combat internet crimes against children. The result was the Provincial
Strategy which included specially trained Internet Child Exploitation investigators, forensic
analysts, Crown Attorneys, and Victim Services personnel across the province sharing resources, intelligence, technology, prevention strategies, awareness, and funding.
In October 2014, Sarnia Police Service became a partner in the Provincial Strategy, and now
receives annual funding to obtain the tools and training required to investigate and prosecute
internet crime offenders who target our children.
As a member of the Provincial Strategy, we enjoy access to the knowledge, experience, and
resources of twenty seven other law enforcement agencies and eighty two ICE members
across the province.
At present, the Sarnia Police Service has one ICE investigator who works closely with the
forensic analyst in the Electronics Crime Branch. In 2016, the Sarnia Police Service’s ICE unit
participated in over fifty investigations of child exploitation and other internet related crimes
within Sarnia and other jurisdictions.
Local investigations involve monitoring on-line offender activity, and following up on referrals
from Provincial Strategy partners and other law enforcement agencies (such as the RCMP, National Child Exploitation Centre, Homeland Security, the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children and the FBI). The Sarnia Police Service has also participated in Joint Forces Operations with the Chatham-Kent Police Service, the Ontario Provincial Police, the London Police
Service, and Peel Regional Police Service.
Sarnia Police Service-ICE investigations have also assisted law enforcement investigations in
other countries.
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Systems Branch
The Systems Branch of the Sarnia Police Service has two full time civilian positions. One is the
Systems Administrator and the second provides IT Help Desk Support. The people in these
positions are responsible for implementing and maintaining all computer technology within
the Sarnia Police Service.
The Branch is constantly replacing obsolete infrastructure with new technology bolstering the
resources needed to keep up with the ever growing demand for more storage of critical data.
For instance, the creation of Crown Briefs has been digitized and they can now be submitted in
an electronic format.
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2016 Statistics

CRIME STATISTICS
Homicide
Attempted Murder
Robbery
Sexual assault
Assault
Spousal Assault
Domestic Dispute
Family dispute
Arson
B&E-Business
B&E-Residential
B&E-Other
Theft of Motor Vehicle
Theft
Mischief
Fraud
Disturbing the Peace
Drugs
Liquor
Offensive weapons

2015
1
2
18
75
340
188
906
554
12
95
402
115
103
1430
871
189
747
286
186
83

2016
2
1
24
41
299
217
1079
583
11
90
290
64
87
1401
849
266
680
269
207
70

%
100%
-50%
33%
-45%
-12%
15%
19%
5%
-8%
-5%
-28%
-44%
-16%
-2%
-3%
41%
-9%
-6%
11%
-16%

COMMUNICATIONS
Fire Calls
Calls For Service
(Police)
Total 911 Calls
COURT STATISTICS
Adults
Male
Female
Youth
Male
Female
Totals
Video Remands
Male
Female
Total Arrests

2015
2753

2016
2866

%
4%

24745

24263

-2%

27,498 27,129

-1%

2511
642

2023
411

-19%
-36%

176
23
3352

139
14
2587

-21%
-39%
-23%

1907
275
1925

1430
243
1999

-25%
-12%
4%
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2016 Complaint Summary

PUBLIC COMPLAINTS
Conduct
Policy
Service
Civilian Members
Carried Over From 2015
Total

2015
12
0
2
0
0
14

2016
12
0
2
0
0
13

Allegations
Incivility
Neglect of Duty
Discreditable Conduct
Excessive Use of Force
Exercise of Authority
Unsatisfactory Work Performance

0
2
5
3
2
2

0
3
4
3
2
1

Resolutions
Sustained
Not Sustained
Not Dealt With
Withdrawn
Ongoing

0
7
3
3
1

1
2
4
5
1

24745
1/1768

24263
1/1866

Total Calls for Service
Complaints/Calls for Service
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In The Community 2016
The Sarnia Police Service is strongly committed to its motto, People Serving People, and
believes firmly that all members of the Service are also members of the community with a
vital interest in the wellbeing and safety of all our fellow citizens.
Our officers have continued to give back to the community through events such as Cops for
Cans, Cram a Cruiser, Cop Shop (with Lambton Mall), Law Enforcement Torch Run for Special
Olympics, McHappy Day, Tim Horton’s Camp Day, Huron House Boys’ Home Father’s Day Run,
Clean-up Day in the Park, and First Fridays.
Officers continue to give to the community by coaching our young athletes in various sports
such as hockey, sledge hockey, soccer, and basketball.
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In The Community 2016
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Sarnia Lambton Crime Stoppers

The Sarnia Lambton Crime Stoppers program continues to assist police investigations in the
City of Sarnia and Lambton County. The program also forwards tips to several other
enforcement agencies within the county.
The office is run with two part-time Program Coordinators, Les Jones and Amy Leggate. The
office is manned twenty hours per week, Monday through Friday.
Crime Stoppers is governed by a volunteer Board of Directors who work tirelessly to ensure
the program can be maintained.

Crime Stoppers 2016 Statistics
Tips
450

Arrests

Charges

11

41

Cases
Cleared
12

Property
Recovered
$14,438.00

Drugs
Recovered
$157,585.00

Rewards
Authorized
$2,640.00

Since the inception of Sarnia Lambton Crime Stoppers in 1986, the program has helped
clear 2620 cases, recover over $2,000,000 in property, and seize over $27,000,000 worth of
narcotics.
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Victim Services of Sarnia Lambton

Sarnia Police Service understands the significant impact that victims of crime and tragic circumstance face. Sarnia Police Service is fortunate to work in partnership with Victim Services of Sarnia Lambton, a non-profit organization housed in the Sarnia Police Station that assists victims of
crime and tragic circumstance. With one hundred trained Volunteer Crisis Responders and twenty
four hour/seven day availability, Victim Services has the capacity to provide immediate assistance on-scene.
Victim Services, which covers all of Lambton County and works with four different police services, assisted more then twelve hundred victims in the 2016 calendar year. 80% of all police
referrals to Victim Services were made by the Sarnia Police Service. Our newest joint initiative
involves efforts to combat human trafficking.
Sarnia Police Services is proud to have a twenty seven year working relationship with this very
valuable organization. We look forward to many more years of combined effort to ensure that all
victims of crime receive the support that they deserve.
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Media Relations

The Media Relations unit is dedicated to transparency and the responsible sharing of information with the citizens of Sarnia—both providing information to the public about Sarnia
Police Service activities and encouraging the public to ask questions and voice their concerns.
Constable Nelson Amaral and Constable Giovanni Sottosanti continue as regular guests on
CHOK (1070 AM / 103.9 FM) a local radio station. The officers are able to discuss community
policing issues and also take part on the local Sue Storr show where members of the public
call in to ask questions or share concerns.
Social media has been increasingly important in fostering communication with the public,
allowing Sarnia Police Service to share information, to increase awareness of events involving police activity, and to provide public education in regards to law and safety.
There are now over 10,000 Facebook followers, up from 8,000 in 2015; and 11,300 Twitter
followers, up from 10,400 in 2015.
Officers from various departments of the Service have also appeared on the local cable TV
show, “Talk Local with Kelly Ash”.
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Departures and Arrivals 2016

As in any mature organization, the Sarnia Police Service experienced
both the loss of dedicated and valued employees and the gain of wellprepared and well-qualified new hires.
Among civilian staff, the Sarnia Police Service congratulates Karen Mills,
Colleen Hodgson, Donald Hunter, and Joyce Dietz on their retirement
and wish Laura Cain and Jordan Shut success as they move on. The Sarnia Police Service welcomes Bradley Brooker, Andre Clelland, Melissa
Nesbit, and Ellen Brown as they begin their careers with the Service.
Among our officers, the Sarnia Police Service salutes Scott MacLean, Les
Jones, and Peter Kindrachuk as they move on to new ventures, and we
welcome Blair Nield and Connor Green as they begin their careers in law
enforcement. We also welcome Joshua Mitchell and Uriah Dodge who
continue their careers in law enforcement with the Sarnia Police Service.
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Officers Retired in 2016

2) Les Jones
Constable

1) Scott MacLean
Staff Sergeant

3) Peter Kindrachuk
Constable
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Officers Hired in 2016

1) Uriah Dodge
Constable

2) Joshua Mitchell
Constable

3) Connor Green
Constable

4) Blair Nield
Constable
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Civilian Retirees in 2016

1) Karen Mills
Dispatcher

2) Colleen Hodgson
Administrative Secretary

3) Donald Hunter
Direct Entry Clerk

4) Joyce Dietz
Director of Financial Services
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Civilian Departures and Arrivals in 2016

Resigned:
1) Laura Cain
Dispatcher

2) Jordan Shut
Dispatcher

Hired:
1) Melissa Nesbit
Dispatcher

2) Ellen Brown
Dispatcher
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2016 Sarnia Police Service Organizational Chart
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